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Lubricating bacteria model for branching growth of bacterial colonies
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Various bacterial strains~e.g., strains belonging to the generaBacillus, Paenibacillus, Serratia,andSalmo-
nella! exhibit colonial branching patterns during growth on poor semisolid substrates. These patterns reflect the
bacterial cooperative self-organization. A central part of the cooperation is the collective formation of a
lubricant on top of the agar which enables the bacteria to swim. Hence it provides the colony means to advance
towards the food. One method of modeling the colonial development is via coupled reaction-diffusion equa-
tions which describe the time evolution of the bacterial density and the concentrations of the relevant chemical
fields. This idea has been pursued by a number of groups. Here we present an additional model which
specifically includes an evolution equation for the lubricant excreted by the bacteria. We show that when the
diffusion of the fluid is governed by a nonlinear diffusion coefficient, branching patterns evolve. We study the
effect of the rates of emission and decomposition of the lubricant fluid on the observed patterns. The results are
compared with experimental observations. We also include fields of chemotactic agents and food chemotaxis
and conclude that these features are needed in order to explain the observations.@S1063-651X~99!03406-6#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 47.20.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is now understood that the study of cooperative se
organization of bacterial colonies is an exciting new mu
disciplinary field of research, necessitating the merger of b
logical information with the physics of nonequilibrium
processes and the mathematics of nonlinear dynamics
this stage, several experimental systems have been ident
and preliminary modeling efforts are making significa
progress in providing a framework for the understanding
experimental observations@1–13#.

In nature bacterial colonies must often cope with hos
environmental conditions. To do so, bacteria have develo
sophisticated cooperative behavior and intricate commun
tion capabilities @14–18#. These include direct cell-cel
physical interactions via extra-membrane polymers@19,20#,
collective production of extracellular ‘‘wetting’’ fluid for
movement on hard surfaces@1,21#, long-range chemical sig
naling, such as quorum sensing@22–24# and chemotactic sig
naling @25–27#, collective activation and deactivation o
genes@28,29,2#, and even exchange of genetic material@30–
32#. Utilizing these capabilities, bacterial colonies devel
complex spatio-temporal patterns in response to adv
growth conditions.

For researchers in the pattern formation field, the ab
communication mechanisms open a new class of tantali
complex models exhibiting a much richer spectrum of p
terns than the models of nonliving systems.

Fujikawa and Matsushita@4,33,34# reported for the first
time ~by which we mean the first time that branching grow
was studied as such; observations of branching colonies
curred long ago@35,36#! that bacterial colonies could grow
elaborate branching patterns of the type known from
study of fractal formation in the process of diffusion-limite
aggregation~DLA ! @37–39#. This work was done withBa-
cillus subtilis, but was subsequently extended to other bac
rial species such asSerratia marcescensand Salmonella
anatum@40#.

Motivated by these observations, Ben-Jacobet al. con-
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ducted new experiments with a new species of bacteria
has been isolated from cultures ofBacillus subtilis@6,41,8#.
The new species was designatedPaenibacillus dendritifor-
mis var. dendron @42#. This species is motile on the har
surface and its colonies exhibit branching patterns~Fig. 1!.
The new mode of tip-splitting growth was found to be inhe
itable and transferable by a single cell, hence it is referred
as a distinctive morphotype@43#, and, to indicate the tip-
splitting character of the growth, it was denotedT morpho-
type. In the next section we describe in some detail the
servations of Ben-Jacobet al. Additional studies of
branching colonial growth are reported by Matsuyamaet al.
@1,44# and Mendelson and Salhi@2#.

How should one approach the modeling of the comp
bacterial patterning? With present computational power i
natural to use computer models as a main tool in the stud
complex systems. However, one must be careful not to
trapped in the ‘‘reminiscence syndrome,’’ described
Cowan@45#, as the tendency to devise a set of rules wh
will mimic some aspect of the observed phenomena
then, to quote Cowan, ‘‘They say: ‘Look, isn’t this reminis
cent of a biological or physical phenomenon!’ They jump
right away as if it’s a decent model for the phenomenon, a
usually of course it’s just got some accidental features t
make it look like something.’’ Yet the reminiscence mode
ing approach has some indirect value. True, doing so d
not reveal~directly! the biological functions and behavio
However, it does reflect understanding of geometrical a
temporal features of the patterns, which indirectly might h
in revealing the underlying biological principles. Another e
treme is the ‘‘realistic modeling’’ approach, where one co
structs an algorithm that includes in detail all the know
biological facts about the system. Such an approach se
trajectory of ever including more and more details~versus
generalized features!. The model keeps evolving to includ
so many details that it loses any predictive power.

Here we try to promote another approach—the ‘‘gene
modeling’’ one@46,8,47,12#. We seek to elicit, from the ex
perimental observations and the biological knowledge,
7025 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. ~a! A diagram of colonial branching patterns of the bacteriaPaenibacillus dendritiformisvar. dendron. The dot at the center o
each colony is the initial inoculum. The horizontal axis of the diagram is initial nutrient concentration. From left to right~in units of g/l! it
is 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 . The vertical axis is agar concentration. From bottom to top~in units of 10 g/l) it is 1.5, 2, and 2.5 . As the leve
of initial nutrient concentration is decreased, the patterns become less organized with fewer branches. However, at the lowest con
of 0.1 g/l, the pattern is ordered with circular envelope.~b! An isolated example of branching pattern at 0.5 g/l pepton and 1.75%
concentration.
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generic features and basic principles needed to explain
biological behavior and to include these features in
model. We will demonstrate that such modeling, with clo
comparison to experimental observations, can be used
research tool to reveal new understanding of the biolog
systems.

Generic modeling is not about using ‘‘sophisticated
mathematical description to address preexisting underst
ing of complex biological behavior. Rather, it means a co
erative approach, using existing biological knowledge
gether with mathematical tools and a synergetic point
view for complex systems to reach a new understand
~which is reflected in the constructed model! of the observed
complex phenomena.
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The generic models can yet be grouped into two m
categories.~i! Discrete models such as the communicati
walkers models of Ben-Jacobet al. @8,48,11# and the bions
model of Kessler and Levine@46,49#. In this approach, the
micro-organisms~bacteria in the first model and amoebae
second! are represented by discrete, moving entities~walkers
and bions, respectively! which can consume nutrients, repro
duce, perform random or biased movement, and produc
respond to chemicals. The time evolution of the chemical
described by reaction-diffusion equations.~ii ! Continuous or
reaction-diffusion models@50,51#. In these models the
micro-organisms are represented via their two-dimenstio
~2D! density, and a reaction-diffusion equation of this de
sity describes their time evolution. This equation is coup
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to the other reaction-diffusion equations for the chemi
fields. In the context of branching growth, this idea has b
pursued recently by Matsushitaet al. @52#, Kawasakiet al.
@53#, and Kitsunezaki@54#. A summary and critique of this
approach is provided by Rafols@55#.

One of the important features of the bacterial colonies
the lubricant layer in which the bacteria swim. A model f
the colony should include this feature, directly or indirec
@17,56#. Here we present a model which specifically includ
the lubricant excreted by the bacteria. The model follows
second approach of generic modeling. We represent the
ous entities: the bacteria, the chemicals, and the lubrican
continuous fields.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

In Fig. 1~a! we show branching patterns of bacterial co
nies. Each of these colonies is made up of about 1010 bacteria
of the typePaenibacillus dendritiformisvar. dendron ~see
@6,41# for first reference in the literature and@42# for identi-
fication!. Each colony is grown in a standard petri di
(8 cm in diameter! on a thin layer of agar~semi-solid jelly!.
Figure 2~a! shows that the branches of the colonies hav
well defined boundary, and the bacteria are confined by
boundary. Figures 2~b! and 2~c! highlight the constituents o
the branches. Figure 2~b! shows that each branch is a layer
fluid on the surface of the agar. Figure 2~c! shows the bac-
teria, all of which are confined within this fluid. The bacter
cannot move on the dry surface and cooperatively they p
duce a layer of lubrication fluid in which they swim.

Bacterial swimming is a random-walk-like movement,
which the bacteria propel themselves in nearly straight r
separated by brief tumbling. Swimming can be done only
a fluid with low viscosity. To produce such fluid the bacte
secrete lubricant~wetting agents!. Other bacterial specie
produce known extracellular lubricants~such as surfactants
see @1,57–59# and references therein, or the extracellu
slime produced byProteus mirabilis@60#!. These are various
materials~various cyclic lipopeptides were identified! which
draw water from the agar. The composition and propertie
the lubricant ofP. dendritiformisare not known, but we will
assume that a higher concentration of lubricant is neede
extract water from a dryer agar, and that the lubrican
slowly absorbed into the agar~or decomposes!.

In order to move, reproduce, and perform other metab
activities, the bacteria consume nutrients from the me
nutrients which are given in limited supply. The growth of
colony is limited by the diffusion of nutrients towards th
colony—the bacterial reproduction rate that determines
growth rate of the colony is limited by the level of nutrien
available for the cells. If the nutrient is deficient for a lon
enough period of time, the bacteria may enter a presp
state, i.e., begin the process of sporulation. They stop nor
activity—like movement—and use all their internal reserv
to metamorphose from an active motile cell to a spore
sedentary durable ‘‘seed.’’ The sporulating bacteria em
wide range of materials, some of which are unique to
sporulating bacteria. These emitted chemicals might be u
by other bacteria as a signal carrying information about
conditions at the location of the prespores.

The patterns in Fig. 1~a! are arranged in a diagram a
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cording to two control parameters: the initial concentrati
of nutrients~horizontal axis, increasing from left to right!,
and the concentration of the agar, or the dryness of the m
~vertical axis, increasing from bottom to top!. The chirality
of the colonies at the top row is due to interaction betwe
repulsive chemotaxis~see Sec. V! and the process of tum

FIG. 2. Closer look on branches of a colony.~a! 320 magnifi-
cation shows the sharp boundaries of the branches. The width o
boundary is in the order of microns.~b! Numarsky~polarized light!
microscopy shows the height of the branches and their envel
What is actually seen is the layer of lubrication fluid, not the ba
teria. ~c! 350 magnification shows the bacteria inside a bran
Each bar is a single bacterium. There are no bacteria outside
branch.
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bling ~see Refs.@48,16# for details!. It will be ignored in this
paper. For a high level of initial nutrient concentration~right
column!, the patterns are compact, with wide branches.
intermediate levels of nutrients, the lower the initial conce
tration is, the more ramified and less ordered the patterns
The patterns become fractal-like, with fractal dimension
creasing for lower levels of nutrients. For the same nutri
level, higher agar concentration makes the branches thin
The above phenomena could be expected from our kno
edge on patterning in nonliving systems@61–64,16#. Unlike
what could have been expected, at the lowest concentra
of nutrient ~leftmost column!, the patterns are more ordere
with a well defined circular envelope. Those patterns
characterized as fine radial branches. This phenomenon d
onstrates the complexity of the biological system, and
explanation needs an additional biological feature
chemotaxis signaling~see Sec. V!. Figure 3 demonstrate
that in spite of this complexity and the inherent noise in
system, the experiments are controlled enough for the
terns to be reproducible.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL

The model includes four coupled fields projected on 2
One field describes the density of motile bacteriab(xW ,t), the
second describes the height of the lubricant layer in wh
the bacteria swiml (xW ,t), the third field describes the conce
tration of nutrientsn(xW ,t), and the fourth field is the densit
of stationary bacterias(xW ,t), bacteria that enter the prespo
state.

We first describe the dynamics of the bacteria and of
nutrient. The two reaction-diffusion equations governi
those fields have the following form:

]b

]t
5movement1 reproduction2 sporulation,

~1!
]n

]t
5diffusion2consumption.

The sporulation term refers to the transition of motile bac
ria into the stationary state, i.e., the prespore state. The
trient diffusion is a simple diffusion process with a consta
diffusion coefficient. The rate of nutrient consumption is pr
portional to the rate of bacterial reproduction. For the rep
duction term in Eq.~1! we take

reproduction5knb, ~2!

wherek is a constant rate. This is the usual form included
reaction-diffusion models, but see Sec. VI for a more
tailed discussion. The exact form of the sporulation term
not known. For simplicity we take the form

sporulation5mb, ~3!

where the ratem is constant.
We now turn to the bacterial movement. In a unifor

layer of liquid, bacterial swimming is a random walk wit
variable step length and can be approximated by diffus
The layer of lubricant is not uniform, and its height affec
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the bacterial movement. An increase in the amount of lub
cant decreases the friction between the bacteria and the
surface. The term ‘‘friction’’ is used here in a very loos
manner to represent the total effect of any force or proc
that slows down the bacteria. It might include, for examp
the drag which acts on a body moving in a shallow layer
viscous fluid. It might include the probability that a flagellu
will adhere or get tangled with the polymers of the agar. W
suggest that the bacterial movement depends on the l
lubricant height through a power law with the expone
g.0:

movement5“
W
•„Db~ l / l M !g

“
W b…, ~4!

whereDb is a constant with dimensions of a diffusion coe
ficient and l M is the maximal height of the lubricant~see
below!. Db is related to the fluid’s viscosity and the dryne
of the agar might affect this viscosity.

Gathering the various terms gives the partial model:

]b

]t
5“

W
•„Db~ l / l M !g

“
W b…1kbn2mb,

]n

]t
5Dn¹2n2akbn, ~5!

]s

]t
5mb,

wherea is a conversion factor, being the amount of nutrie
consumed for reproduction of a new bacterium. The th
equation in Eq.~5! describes the stationary bacteria. Sin
they are immotile their dynamics include only a source ter
their conversion from the motile state.

This model~with the equation for the lubricant fluid! is
capable of producing branched patterns. The dependenc
the bacterial diffusion on the lubricant field provides the a
propriate mechanism. However, the sporulation term is a

FIG. 3. Demonstration of the reproducibility of the colonial pa
terns. Four colonies in the same plate~from four inocula!.
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required in order to produce patterns@56#. The lubricant-
dependent diffusion affects the front of the bacterial field
form ‘‘fjords.’’ With a sporulation term present, bacteria le
behind the propagating front become nonmotile. They
unable to move and close the ‘‘fjords,’’ thus allowing re
branches to form.

We model the dynamics of the lubricating fluid also by
reaction-diffusion equation. There are two reaction term
production by the bacteria and absorption into the agar.
dynamics of the field are given by

] l

]t
52“

W
•Jl
W1 f l~b,n,l !2l l , ~6!

whereJl
W is the fluid flux ~to be discussed!, f l(b,n,l ) is the

fluid production term, andl is the absorption rate of the flui
into the agar.

We assume that the fluid production depends on the b
terial density. As the production of lubricant probably d
mands substantial metabolic efforts, it should also depend
the nutrient’s level. We take the simplest case where
production depends linearly on the concentrations of both
bacteria and the nutrients. The exact relation should dep
on the synthetic pathway of the active agents composing
lubricant. If they are, for example, secondary metabolit
then their production does not depend on the current nutr
level, but on the prior accumulation of primary metabolite
However, numerical simulations suggest that the mode
not sensitive to the exact dependence of the fluid produc
on the nutrient concentration or even if that dependenc
removed.

It is reasonable that the bacteria produce the lubrican
to a height, denoted asl M , which is sufficient for their swim-
ming motion. Therefore, the production term should have
lubricant height saturate atl 5 l M . We estimatel M to be a
few microns, which is larger than the width of bacter
~about 0.5m). This value is based on Numarsky~polarized
light! microscopy of colony branches@as in Fig. 2~b!# show-
ing the lubricant height. We take the production term to

f l~b,n,l !5Gbn~ l M2 l !, ~7!

whereG is the production rate.
We turn to the flow of the lubricating fluid. The physic

problem is that of a flow of a complex fluid whose comp
sition is uncertain over a gel-like substance~the agar!, while
there are immersed in the fluid self-propelling particles
considerable size~the bacteria!. A full treatment of the prob-
lem would be very complicated. Thus we resort to a sim
model of the lubricant flow. Similar~yet simpler! phenomena
of the flow of thin films are usually described by a tim
evolution equation for the height of the fluid~see@65# and
references within!. Accordingly the flow of the lubricant
fluid is described by an equation for its height. As a sim
description we assume~without attempting to derive! that the
fluid flux can be described as a nonlinear diffusion proce

Jl
W52Dl~ l / l M !n

“
W l , ~8!

whereDl is a constant with dimensions of a diffusion coe
ficient. The diffusion coefficient depends on the height of
fluid to the powern.0. The nonlinearity causes the fluid t
o
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have a sharp boundary at the front of the colony, as is
served in bacterial colonies. The lubricating fluid flows al
by convection caused by bacterial motion. A simple desc
tion of the convection is that as each bacterium moves
drags along with it the fluid surrounding it. However,
simulations that we performed, this feature produced mi
effects. We do not include it in the model presented he
Gathering the various terms we obtain the equation for
lubricant field:

] l

]t
5“

W
•„Dl~ l / l M !n

“
W l …1Gbn~ l M2 l !2l l . ~9!

The functional form of the terms that we proposed a
simple and plausible, but they were not derived from ba
physical principles. Therefore, we cannot derive exact re
tions between the parameters of those terms and the phy
properties of the agar substrate. However, we can prop
some relations between the parameters and the agar. In
experiments, the agar concentration is controlled. Hig
agar concentration gives a dryer and more solid substr
We shall try to determine the effects on the lubricant lay
We recall that the lubricant fluid is composed of water and
active components such as surfactants. A dryer agar can
crease the absorption ratel. Alternatively, it can diminish
the amount of water extracted by the active compone
Then either the lubricant layer will be thinner or the bacte
will have to produce more of the active components. T
former case should decreaseDb while the latter should de-
crease the production rateG. In both cases the compositio
of the lubricant fluid will change as the concentration of t
active components will increase. The lubricant fluid shou
become more viscous, with the effect ofDb andDl decreas-
ing.

Equation~9! together with Eq.~5! form our model. Before
further studies of the model we reduce the number of par
eters by using dimensionless units. We define the new v
ables:

t85tm, xW85xWAm/Dn, b85bka/m,
~10!

n85nk/m, l 85 l / l M .

With the same units we define

Db85Db /Dn , Dl85Dl /Dn ,
~11!

G85Gm/k2a, l85l/m,

Using these variables in Eqs.~5! and ~9! and omitting the
primes we get

]b

]t
5“

W
•~Dbl g

“
W b!1bn2b,

]n

]t
5¹2n2bn,

~12!] l

]t
5“

W
•~Dll

n
“
W l !1Gbn~12 l !2l l ,

]s

]t
5b.
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IV. RESULTS OF NUMERIC SIMULATIONS

Figures 4–10 show results of numerical simulations of
model. The figures display the sum of the active and stat
ary bacterial densities,b1s. The simulations were done wit
an explicit method. To reduce the implicit lattice anisotrop
a quenched noise was introduced into the gradient oper
A noise fieldx(xW ) was defined, which assigns to each latti
cell a random value from the interval (12x0,11x0), the
amplitude being relatively small,x050.005. The diffusive
flux of a field f (xW ,t) was computed as

Jf
W ~xW ,t !52D f“

W @x~xW ! f ~xW ,t !#. ~13!

For each of the three fieldsb, n, andl we created a differen
noise field.

We used a triangular lattice with 3503400 lattice cells.
For the initial conditions, we setn to have a uniform distri-
bution of leveln0 ,b to be zero everywhere but in the cente
and the other fields to be zero everywhere.

In Fig. 4 we show the fieldss, n, b, and l from a repre-
sentative simulation. The general features we discuss
are relevant to all the patterns presented in this work. T
nutrient fieldn was consumed by bacteria down to a level
n;1(m/k in the original units! in the area covered by th
colony ~the nutrient was not completely depleted due to
functional form of the bacterial sporulation term, the same
in @54# and unlike@53,52#!. As the nutrient diffuses faste
than the other fields, it also decreased in the area betwee
colony branches. The field of the motile bacteriab and the
lubricant fieldl are overlapping. The motile bacteria are co
fined to the area covered by a lubricant. The fronts of b
fields have compact support as Fig. 5 shows. Note that as
bacterial and lubricant fields are overlapping~as Figs. 4 and
5 suggest!, it is possible to simplify the model. Ben Jaco
and Cohen proposed that the coupling of the bacterial mo
to the lubricant layer can be replaced by a density-depen

FIG. 4. A representative branching pattern produced by the
bricating bacteria model. The image shows the four fields of
model.
e
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diffusion coefficient for the bacteriaDb5Db(b) @66,17,56#.
If we assume that the local amount of lubricant is a funct
of the local bacterial density, then we can eliminate the
bricant from the bacterial dynamics and obtain a dens
dependent diffusion coefficient. A model of this kind wa
proposed and studied by Kitsunezaki@54# ~that model was
derived without referring explicitly to the lubricant layer!.

In experiments of bacterial colonies there are two con
parameters: the agar concentration and the initial nutr
concentration. First we examined the effect of changing
latter. As Fig. 6 shows, we obtained a dense circular colo
when n0 was large, a branched pattern when we decrea
n0, and a DLA-like pattern whenn0 was close to 1. Similar
effects of decreasing the initial nutrient level appear in ot
reaction-diffusion models@52–54,56#.

Changing the agar concentration affects the dynamics
the lubricant fluid. We suggested in the preceding sect
that a higher agar concentration relates to a larger absorp
rate l and to lower production rateG and diffusion coeffi-
cientsDl and Db . It is not a priori clear what is the exac
dependence of each parameter on the agar concentration
use the model to investigate this question. In Fig. 7 we sh
patterns obtained with different values of the parameterG
and l. As we expected, increasingl or decreasingG pro-
duced a more ramified pattern with thinner branches, sim
to the effect of higher agar concentrations on the pattern
bacterial colonies@Fig. 1~a!#. The value of the diffusion co-
efficient of the lubricating fluidDl has less influence on th
colony pattern, as can be seen in Fig. 8. In contrast, decr
ing the bacterial diffusion coefficientDb produces a ramified
pattern, as Fig. 9 shows.

In most of the figures we tookg51 andn51. There is no
a priori reason to take these values, and in Fig. 10 we sh
the effect of other values on the growth. While the patte
are different, we found that these changes can be com
sated by other parameters and varyingg andn has no quali-
tative effect on the conclusions.

-
e

FIG. 5. Profile of the fronts of the bacterial field~triangles! and
of the lubricating field~diamonds! from the 2D model. The fields
propagate to the right. Both fronts have compact support. The ta
the lubricating field left behind decays more slowly, depending
the parameterl.
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V. CHEMOTAXIS

The model so far reproduced most of the features of
experimental results displayed in Fig. 1~a!, but does not re-
produce the transition to ordered patterns at the lowest n
ent concentration~fine radial branches!. We will now extend
the lubricant model to test for its success in describing
phenomenon. Ben-Jacobet al. suggested that this transitio
is due to chemotaxis and chemotactic signaling@67–69,16#.
Chemotaxis means changes in the movement of the ba
rium in response to a gradient of certain chemical field@70–
73#. The movement is biased along the gradient either in
gradient direction or in the opposite direction. Usua
chemotactic response means a response to an externally
duced field, as in the case of chemotaxis towards food. H

FIG. 6. Effect of varying the initial nutrient concentrationn0 on
colony pattern. The minimal value ofn0 to support growth is 1. We
include the timet it took for the colony to grow:~a! n051.1,t
538 089, DLA-like pattern;~b! n051.3,t511 410; ~c! n051.7,t
53671, branched pattern;~d! n053,t5721, dense branches;~e!
n055,t5216, a disk. The other parameters areDb5Dl50.5,G
50.6,l50.1,g51,n52.

FIG. 7. Effect of varyingl, the fluid absorption rate, on colon
pattern. The fluid production rateG is 1 in the upper row and 0.3 in
the lower row. In both rowsl increases from left to right:l
50.03 ~left!,l50.1 ~center!,l51 ~right!. The patterns become
more ramified with thinner branches asl increases. Here and in
Figs. 8 and 9 decreasingG also produces a more ramified patter
The other parameters areDb5Dl51,g5n51,n051.5.
e

ri-
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te-

e
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ever, the chemotactic response can also be to a field
duced directly or indirectly by the bacterial cells. We w
refer to this case as chemotactic signaling.

We incorporate the effect of chemotaxis by introducing
bacterial fluxJW chem due to chemotaxis. The general form is

JW c5z~ l !bx~r !“W r , ~14!

where the fieldr represents the concentration of the chem
tactic chemical.x(r )¹r is the gradient sensed by the bact
rium @with x(r ) having units of 1 over the chemical’s con
centration#. x(r ) is taken to be the ‘‘receptor law,’’ i.e.
x(r )5Kr /(Kr1r )2 @74#. Kr is a constant that determine
the concentration range of the chemical for which t
chemotaxis is most effective (Kr is the dissociation constan
of the receptor-chemical complex!. z( l ) ~having the same
units as a diffusion coefficient! is the bacterial response t
the sensed gradient~i.e., the effect on the bacterial move
ment!. In our model the bacterial diffusion coefficient

FIG. 8. Effect of varyingDl , the fluid diffusion coefficient, on
colony pattern.~a! and ~d! are the same as Figs. 7~a! and 7~d!. In
both rows Dl decreases from left to right:Dl51 ~left!,Dl50.1
~center!,Dl50.01 ~right!. The patterns do not change significantl

FIG. 9. Effect of varyingDb , the bacterial diffusion coefficient
on colony pattern.~a! and~d! are the same as Figs. 7~a! and 7~d!. In
both rows Db decreases from left to right:Dl51 ~left!,Dl50.1
~center!,Dl50.05~right!. The patterns become more ramified asDb

decreases.
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Dbl g, and the bacterial response to chemotaxis isz( l )
5z0Dbl g. z0 is a constant, positive for attractive chemotax
and negative for repulsive chemotaxis.

Amplification of diffusive instability due to nutrien
chemotaxis:In nonliving systems, more ramified pattern
~lower fractal dimension! are observed for lower growth ve
locity. Based on growth velocity as a function of nutrie
level and based on growth dynamics, Ben-Jacobet al. @8#
concluded that in the case of bacterial colonies there
need for a mechanism that can both increase the growth
locity and maintain, or even decrease, the fractal dimens
They suggested food chemotaxis to be the required me
nism. It provides an outward drift to the cellular movemen
thus, it should increase the rate of colony propagation. At
same time, being a response to an external field it should
amplify the basic diffusion instability of the nutrient field
Hence, it can support faster growth velocity together with
ramified pattern of low fractal dimension. The bacterial fl
due to nutrient chemotaxis is

JWn[znDbl gb
Kn

~Kn1n!2
“
W n. ~15!

In Fig. 11 it is shown that, as expected, the inclusion
food chemotaxis led to a considerable increase of the gro
velocity without significant change in the fractal dimensi
of the pattern.

Repulsive chemotactic signaling.We focus now on the
formation of the fine radial branching patterns at low nutrie
levels. From the study of nonliving systems, it is known th
in the same manner that an external diffusion field leads
the diffusion instability, an internal diffusion field will stabi
lize the growth. It is natural to assume that some sort
chemotactic agent produces such a field. To regulate the
ganization of the branches, it must be a long-range signal

FIG. 10. Effect of changing the exponentsg and n. We also
print the growth time of the colonyt. The parameters of the figure
are ~a! g51,n51,t51249; ~b! g51,n52,t52069; ~c! g52,n
51,t54451; ~d! g52,n52,t510 066. The other parameters a
Db5Dl51,n051.5,G51,l50.03.
a
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n.
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result in radial branches it must be a repulsive chemical p
duced by bacteria at the inner parts of the colony. The m
probable candidates are the bacteria entering the pres
state.

As stated above, bacteria may enter a prespore state
starvation. In this process they emit a wide range of wa
materials, some of which are unique to the sporulating b
teria. These emitted chemicals might be used by other b
teria as a signal carrying information about the conditions
the location of the prespores. Ben-Jacobet al. @8,75,68# sug-
gested that such materials are repelling the bacteria~‘‘repul-
sive chemotactic signaling’’! as if they escape a dangerou
location.

The equation describing the dynamics of the chemore
lent contains terms for diffusion, production by prespor
decomposition by active bacteria, and spontaneous decom
sition:

]r

]t
5Dr¹

2r 1G rs2V rbr2l r r , ~16!

whereDr is the diffusion coefficient of the chemorepellen
G r is the emission rate of repellent by prespores,V r is the
decomposition rate of the repellent by active bacteria, andl r
is the rate of self-decomposition of the repellent. The bac
rial flux due to repulsive chemotaxis is:

JW r5z rDbl nb
Kr

~Kr1r !2
“
W r , ~17!

wherez r,0 ~repulsive chemotaxis!.
In Fig. 12 the effect of repulsive chemotactic signaling

shown. In the presence of repulsive chemotaxis the patt
have a smooth circular envelope, while the branches are t
ner and radially oriented.

FIG. 11. The effect of food chemotaxis on growth. The fo
patterns differ in the values ofzn , the response to the sensed gr
dient of the nutrient. We also print the growth time of the colonyt:
~a! zn50,t55101 ~no chemotaxis!; ~b! zn510,t54957; ~c! zn

530,t53843; ~d! zn5100,t52053. The other parameters areDb

5Dl51,g5n51,n051.5,G50.3,l50.1.
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VI. ANOTHER LOOK ON MODELING BACTERIAL
GROWTH

The model presented in Sec. III goes along the lines
existing models@54,52# in interpreting the bacterial growth
terms ~reproduction and sporulation!. There are, however
some biological considerations that may have been o
looked. In Sec. III we termedknb as ‘‘reproduction’’ and
mb as ‘‘sporulation.’’ But looking at them term by term
reveals discrepancies. The so-called ‘‘sporulation’’ term
the equations represents, according to the usual interp
tion, a constant probability per time unit for a bacterium
enter the prespore state. This is incompatible with our b
logical knowledge. A nutritional stress is one of the pre
quirements for starting the process of sporulation. As long
there is enough food for the bacteria to reproduce, there i
nutritional stress. In the model it means that as long as
~local! bacterial density increases~i.e., as long as the sum o
all the reaction terms is positive!, there can be no sporula
tion.

This leads to a new interpretation of the reaction term
the resources that the bacteria consume from the nut
~energy and materials! are utilized for two main processes:
sustain life and to reproduce. Therefore, the reproduction
should be proportional to the nutrient consumed minus
amount required for life-sustaining activities. We assu
that the latter is required by each bacterium at a constant
independent of the nutrient level or the bacterial density.
denote that rate bym, which previously denoted the sporu
lation rate. Then we have instead of Eq.~2!, with g(b,n)
denoting the nutrient consumption rate,

reproduction5g~n,b!2mb, ~18!

sporulation5H 0 if reproduction.0

2reproduction if reproduction,0

5max„mb2g~n,b!,0…. ~19!

FIG. 12. The effect of repulsive chemotaxis on growth. The fo
patterns differ in the values ofz r , the response to the sensed gr
dient of the chemorepellent:~a! z r50 ~no chemotaxis!, ~b! z r

5220, ~c! z r5250, ~d! z r52100. The other parameters areDb

5Dl51,g5n51,n051.3,G50.3,l50.1.
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So far we did not change the model much. All the term
involved in the dynamics remain the same, but we give th
new interpretations. Only the dynamics of the fields
changed. Since the dynamics of the other fields are dec
pled from the fields, the modified model is effectively iden
tical to the previous model.

As we changed the meaning of the bacterial growth ter
we should reconsider their functional form, focusing our
tention on the nutrient consumption termg(n,b). The term
g(n,b)5knb was taken to be the limit of growth at low
nutrient concentration, but it is nota priori evident. We sug-
gest thatg should have three regimes corresponding to d
ferent limits of the nutrient concentration and bacterial de
sity.

~i! There is a maximal growth rate of the bacteria, alo
with a maximal rate of nutrient consumption, even f
optimal conditions. We denote the maximal consum
tion rate per bacterium asVn .

~ii ! When conditions are not optimal and the nutrient co
centration is low, it might be the limiting factor. Nu
trient consumption is then diffusion-limited and i
rate is proportional toDnn per bacterium, asDn de-
fines the effective area from which a bacterium co
sumes food~assuming no other bacteria interfere wi
this process!.

~iii ! When the nutrient concentration is low and the bac
rial density is high, there is competition between t
bacteria, and the amount of nutrient available for ea
bacterium is proportional ton/b.

As can be seen in Fig. 2~c!, the density of bacteria can b
quite high and so the third limiting behavior cannot be
nored. The ratio between the nutrient diffusion length a
the distance between bacteriab21/2 determines which is the
appropriate regime. We take the nutrient consumption rat
be the minimum of the three expressions:

g~b,n!5b min~Vn ,kn,en/b!, ~20!

wherek5Dn /a and e is a constant rate~the min function
could have been replaced by a smooth function with
same limits, but we will set it in this way for clarity!. We
note that the Michaelis-Menten law@74# of knb/(11gn) has
the first two expressions as limits, but does not incorpor
the third one. The new model in dimensionless form is

]b

]t
5¹W •~Dbl g¹W b!1g~n,b!2b,

]n

]t
5¹2n2g~n,b!,

~21!
] l

]t
5¹W •~Dll

n¹W l !1Gbn~12 l !2l l ,

]s

]t
5max„b2g~n,b!,0…,

where g(n,b)5b min„Vn /m,n,(ea/m)(n/b)…. The same
transformation of variables~10! and ~11! was employed to
obtain the dimensionless model.

r
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Numerical simulations of the above model show~Fig. 13!
no qualitative differences from the model presented in S
IV. It is not the mathematical model which is important
this respect, but our understanding of the biological syst
This emphasizes the differences between the ‘‘generic m
eling’’ approach and the approach driving the ‘‘reminiscen
syndrome.’’

VII. CONCLUSION

We first briefly reviewed experimental observations
branching patterns in bacteria of the speciesPaenibacillus.
Both colonial patterns and optical microscope observati
of the bacterial dynamics were presented.

Our goal in this paper was to test a new reaction-diffus

FIG. 13. A pattern produced by the modified model of Sec. V
ra

um
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ne

y,
c.

.
d-
e

f

s

n

model which includes a time-evolution equation of a lub
cant. From a comparison of the model simulation and exp
mental observations we conclude that when a specific ba
rial strain is considered, such comparison is not sufficien
tell us if indeed the right biological features are included
the model.

For a more critical test of the models, additional aspe
of the growth~such as functional dependence of the colon
growth velocity on growth conditions, branches size a
width distributions, etc.! have to be compared with the mod
el’s predictions. One should also compare the theory w
more involved experimental tests, such as the effect of
posed anisotropy, competition between neighboring colon
and expression of mutants~emergence of sectors! in expand-
ing colonies.

Our conclusion from the study of bacterial branchi
growth is that the minimal features of diffusion, food co
sumption, reproduction, and inactivation are not sufficient
explain the complete picture of the observed phenomena.
believe that additional mechanisms must be introduced,
we propose chemotactic signaling as a plausible one.

This work has dealt with a continuous model. Such mo
els are not preferable to discrete ones. Each has its ad
tages and disadvantages. The discrete walkers model, fo
ample, enables us to include the valuable feature of inte
degrees of freedom, but is computationally limited in t
number of walkers that can be simulated, and thus its sca
to the real problem is somewhat problematic. The best st
egy is to employ in parallel both the reaction-diffusion a
the walkers approaches.
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